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1 General

We thank referees 1 and 2 for filtering out and formulating their pointwise summary and feedback [2, 3].
The manuscript plus its supplement have been restructured and mostly linguistically improved according to
the referees’ comments.

2 Referee 1: reply to RC1 [2]

’The model setup misses a description of how boundaries are treated’

The boundary treatment has been clarified in the model set-up Section (2.1) and also follows [4]. See
also [3] and the reply to their comments.

’The caption of Fig. 1 mentions “this Section (Section 2.3)”, but the figure is first referred to in Sec-
tion 2.2. At this point I was not able to understand the figure. In the end I still struggle. Could this figure
be improved so that it better explains the different ensembles and the logic? That could be achieved perhaps
by naming the relevant sections in the figure. Or by a table, which could have a column with comments like:
“to test this and that”..., “same as experiment XY but with modified XZ”’

The Figure caption has been clarified. From the caption (updated manuscript [1]):
”Overview of all CM1 experiments done in this study. The four scenarios represented in the columns of
the display have been introduced in Section 2.2. These green boxes with white caption show each of the
four prototypes of convection that we use, with a list of experiment groups following in the column below
each of them. Below the column header, the perturbations applied to each scenario are represented, which
are discussed in the order of display, downward (Section 2.3). Here, white text represents the regular basis
set of perturbation experiments applied to the first three modes of convection and black fonts represent
irregularities among the experiments, tailored at specific modes of convection and robustness testing”.
To complement the update, some additional context follows below (consider this as something similar to a
footnote):
The white font experiments were needed as basis.
The experiments in black are not applied regularly in the same way to all of the first three scenarios, since
as a result of irregularities in initial conditions or convective evolution, choices have to be altered slightly
between the three modes of convection. In case of the low-level stratification, experiment regularity is for
example not possible, due to differences in the initial θ-profile between squall lines and supercells/regular
multicells on the other hand. Furthermore, in case of the extended domain simulations, they are not useful,
since only supercells and finite-length squall lines are curved systems that are affected differently (by bound-
aries, domain size) along the system orientation: as a result of their curvature.
As infinite-length squall lines are symmetric along the x = 0-line, the effect of the domain size is not inter-
esting, even though they also evolve close to the boundaries. Furthermore, ordinary multicells are very small
and boundary effects or domain size are not of any concern.

’L383 and 400: how can we distinguish the first and second time interval? I understood that Fig. 5 uses the
same symbols for both. I was wondering if that is bad. Can the authors comment on it?’

Yes, this is true. The choice was made to not differentiate between the two intervals, as the main mes-
sage of the figure and paper is that storm type/outflow dimensionality causes the differentiation in mass
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divergence. The comparison in Figure 5 consists of many different classes and only the storm type has been
chosen to be distinguishable to emphasize this message. No difference occurs for the multicells in the first
interval and the second interval and no structural differences are found other than the main ones identified
in the manuscript between the first and second interval (as mentioned in the discussion).
By making the underlying data of Figure 5 available in the updated supplement, it is possible for very
interested readers to analyse this difference themselves, if they want.

’The other comment that I was waiting for is the apparent leveling off at constant divergence in Fig. 5
at the highest heating rates. What is the interpretation?’

This is meant with the following:
”When aggregates of convective cells collide with upper troposhperic outflows of other convective cells, the
effective dimensionality would be something intermediate between 2D and 3D: the outflows first collide along
the line through the updrafts and become nearly 2D along the line, but on the outer regions the outflow
can still move as if the convective cell was isolated. That corresponds with a nearly 3D outflow regime, and
any mixture creates ovals of outflow similar to the finite squall line in our conceptual framework (even if the
supercells also reveal such behavior and collisions of outflow after some time)” (lines 475-480)[1].
In other words, the effective/apparent dimensionality of the convective system seems to decrease as various
outflows collide and push against each other, leaving the initial 3D regime. It could be seen as an effective
dimensionality going from 3.0 to for example 2.6, 2.5 or 2.4, with increasing precipitation intensity. As a
result of more cells needed to produce higher precipitation rates over a large area, the effective divergence
per unit latent heating in the column will decrease.

’“Mass divergence of the outflow cannot originate from a point outside of the convective cell’s updraft it-
self”: I don’t understand what the authors mean by this. What physical process does this reflect and what
other possibility would there be? Also: the compensation of neighboring cells was discussed. Is this sentence
not a contradiction?’

The authors are not exactly sure about the precise interpretation of this question. Nevertheless, we have
slightly reformulated the sentence, which hopefully clarifies it.
The idea of the argument presented in the main manuscript is that, following the understanding that [5, 6]
provide (and follow-up studies cited in the main paper), gravity wave dynamics initiates a storm-relative flow
at upper levels: divergent outflow. This gravity wave starts at the location of the updraft, which is, under the
presence of not overly strong storm-relative winds, right above the region where precipitation accumulates.
The divergent outflow can escape as a gravity wave, but as long as the latent heating keeps being present
(at roughly similar magnitude), the divergent wind pattern keeps on being initiated at the location of the
cell/updraft (e.g. [7, 8, 9]). Hence, the divergence signal sticks to the neighbourhood of the cumulonimbus
cloud. As long as the box of integration then covers the precipitation region, but not a too large region
beyond (where subsidence will compensate the updraft [5] and e.g. the added Figure 6 [1], previously part
of the supplement), the estimate of the divergence will be accurate. In other words, by integrating over
a region covering the precipitation cells, the divergence is more or less optimally integrated. Quantitative
and qualitative analysis in our work (e.g. Figure 6 in the updated manuscript, and further analysis of the
simulation dataset, not included in the manuscript) confirms this.
Regarding the later questions about compensation of neighbouring cells: this compensation occurs once
the outflows (gravity waves) collide, over a larger integration volume with multiple convective cells in it.
Therefore, if a volume containing for example an MCS contains multiple cells, effectively the outflows from
the individual convective cells collide, but only once the gravity waves travel over the distance equal to the
spacing of individual cells. The effect cannot occur instantaneously as an outflow forms, while the divergence
signal forms instantaneously with the outflow at the location of a convective cell. In addition, as mentioned
in the previous paragraph, the divergence signal will essentially stick to the cumulonimbus cloud’s close
proximity. Only the flow perturbation itself propagates away, as the divergence sticks to the place where the
velocity gradient initially was: the surroundings of the cumulonimbus cloud.

3 Technical comments

The technical comments of referee 1 [2] have all been addressed in the updated manuscript.
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4 Referee 2: reply to RC2 [3]

4.1 High level comments

’The authors point out that their model did not adequately simulate stratiform precipitation’

This message has been interpreted correctly by the reviewer, although the specific comment requires re-
formulation in the eyes of the authors: adequate simulation of stratiform precipitation cannot be discerned
from simulations that do not cover a realistic case, i.e. intercomparisons of simulations cannot be verified
against a reality that never happens (in the case of idealised simulations). Of course it is possible to say that
most MCS have a large stratiform region, but given conditions of our simulations may just not be favorable
for that. We haven’t investigated this and verification of the intercomparison of LES is beyond the scope of
our work. Nevertheless, the results of our manuscript are indeed only representative for purely convective
heating regimes, and this has been correctly interpreted by the reviewer.

’The manuscript has 5 figures and at least 5 supplemental figures and numerous references to material in the
supplemental material. This was done to the extent that it seemed that an entire portion of the analysis is
done in the supplemental. For example, section 4.2 discusses the impact of physics perturbations and almost
entirely references Figure 5. However, Figure 5 only shows data by storm type. There is no indication of
how the relationship changes with momentum or low – level stratification. Thus, I don’t think Figure 5 can
be cited as proof of the arguments in this section. I suggest either figuring out how to add this information
to the figures included in the manuscript or break this manuscript into two separate manuscripts.’

We agree that there are many figures in and references to the supplementary material in the initial submit.
We will reconsider the supplementary material part by part, adding parts of it to the main manuscript,
possibly parts of it to the appendix or keeping it in the supplement. Thereby, it will be assured that the
grounding information for the discussion and conclusion is available in the results section.
Nevertheless, it is incorrect to suggest that no inferences on the role of convective momentum transport or
low-level stratification in simulations with perturbed momentum transport or low-level stratification can be
made: all of the perturbed simulations are contained in the plot of Figure 5. As the relation between upper
tropospheric divergent outflow intensity and latent heating rates are structured according to storm morphol-
ogy - outflow dimensionality and convective organisation - the impact of those two factors on divergence
patterns is clear. However, for a given storm type, the relationship between the divergent outflow and latent
heating rate hardly differs. By comparing the integration

• over two time intervals that are available,

• for the various storm types,

• and for various strengths of momentum transport perturbations

It is deduced that no monotonic relation between momentum transport perturbations and upper tropospheric
divergence can be found at a given latent heating rate for any storm type. Furthermore, no systematic devia-
tions from the ensemble mean and background scatter could be identified for differential initial stratification.
Most simulations with momentum transport perturbations and initial stratification perturbations deviate
from the ensemble mean weakly and in non-systematic ways. On the other hand, adding extra symbol cate-
gories to Figure 5 to show that this can be inferred from Figure 5 makes that Figure too busy and distracts
a reader from the main point. Therefore, we think that the most convenient solution is to add a copy of
Figure 5 as appendix or tabulate its data in an appendix/supplementary file, to allow for the distinction of
simulations with perturbed convective momentum transport and initial stratification. The various classes of
momentum transport, storm types and time intervals are thereby accessible separately.
Furthermore, the note that Figure 5 includes all the physics perturbations has been added explicitly in
Section 3.4.
As the effect of moment transport and initial low-level stratification is close to negligible and the information
can be added by reproducing the plot Figure 5 with slightly different lay-out, it would definitely not be worth
writing a separate manuscript on those experiments from the authors’ point of view.

Regarding the materials that are maintained in the supplement, this is for the following reasons:

• Figure S1 is essentially a time integrated accumuluation of Figure 2, which presents instantaneous
simulated radar imagery. Therefore, only one of the two is considered essential. Figure S1 is available
in addition to the the highly interested readers just in addition to Figure 2.
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• Similarly, Figure S2 provides information complementing Figure 3 of the main manuscript.

• Figure S3 is an extended version of Figure 4 in the main material, where the (seemingly) most and
least variable subsets appear in Figure 4 and any intermediate of those in Figure S3 for the highly
interested readers.

Furthermore, the main messages of the paper are supported in Section 3.4-3.5, 4 and 5. Of these sections,
no supporting material appears in the appendices or supplement in the updated manuscript.

’Line 71: It is mentioned that the manuscript the diabatic forcing and resulting flow will be tracked us-
ing the methodology from Baumgart et al. (2019). What exactly is that methodology? Baumgart is only
referred to the Introduction and nowhere else in the manuscript.’

The authors suspect that the initial version of the manuscript has caused some confusion about the re-
lation to other works, in particular error growth works. No methods of Baumgart et al. (2019) have been
used [10]. Nevertheless, part of the motivation for this research project was to investigate their hypothesis
and possible relation of upper troposhperic divergent winds to the error growth in NWP.
There was no implication in the pre-print that a method of [10] was used, as the reviewer suggested. The only
thing that was meant is that we aim to provide analysis and methods that could complement their method
and could provide an extension of their methods in error growth studies. As such, we aimed to provide an
outlook to using the methods of [10] and our methods [1] in one study. This was possibly formulated in a
slightly suggestive way in the pre-print.
The paragraphs about the relation to error growth dynamics have been restructured. Furthermore, in a
manuscript currently prepared for submission, investigation of variability of the divergent winds in NWP
will be covered and the relations with error growth studies are stronger. That is beyond the scope of the
current manuscript [1].
To reduce the probability of confused readers substantially, and remove slightly suggestive of relations to
other papers, we have adjusted this part of the introduction accordingly.

’How are model boundaries treated in the model? Are some of the wave patterns seen in the vertical ve-
locity due to reflection off the edges of the model? I assume this is described in Groot and Tost (2022), but
it is a very important detail related to these runs and should be mentioned here as well’

The boundary conditions indeed match those of [4]. A description of boundary conditions, similar to that
work, has been added in the model set-up subsection.

’The abstract says nearly 100 ensemble members are created. The manuscript indicates several ways the
simulations were perturbed, but I don’t see how the ensemble and physics perturbations listed resulted in 100
ensemble members.’

To clarify, the abstract states that about 100 large eddy simulations have been used for this study: this
includes the simulations listed in Figure 1 (3 x (10 + 5 + 4 + 3) = 66, numbers in brackets, Figure 1). Fur-
thermore, there are 8 ensemble simulations of finite length squall lines, 6 theta-profile perturbations for the
other three modes of convection and 2 extended domain simulations. This makes a total of 82 simulations.
By adding all the numbers in brackets for this Figure, this will be clarified. The number has been changed
to ”over 80” in the updated manuscript.

’Are the regions over which the diagnostics integrated over the same area/size? If they are different, how
could averaging over different areas impact your results? Could some of the regime differences be attributed
to the area difference’

The areas selected for integration differ by under 10% and are in all cases about 7000 square kilometers.
To be sure that the area selection has no effect, additional analysis has been done and some key findings
are mentioned in the discussion of the manuscript: in Section 4.1. Furthermore, some extended analysis of
the large domain simulations (not described) has been executed separately (before the initial submit of the
manuscript) and confirmed the statements in the manuscript. In addition, the spatial distribution of diver-
gence signals in the former Supplement - now in the revised version Figure 6 - shows where the divergence
signals occur in terms of spatial extents. All of the analyses support the main message presented in the
manuscript:
”An integration mask covering the convective cores and ending just outside of the area of precipitation
accumulation leads to the detection of a large proportion of the divergent outflows. Little dilution from
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convergence/inflow may occur if appropriate vertical levels are selected for vertical integration.” [1]
Of course, analyses over a much larger area outside of the convective precipitation region would reduce the
consequent amount of divergence detected, as it occurs over the area covered by the integration mask. Essen-
tially, if the precipitation originating from convective systems falls in a restricted area as the storm-relative
flow is weak, the set-up is suitable for our analysis. Given high shear and moderate shear profiles, this means
that low-level and upper-level flow may be non-zero in a framework relative to the system. To overcome
misdetection of divergence as a result of moving precipitation, the winds have been set such that the storm
stays very close to the domain center throughout the simulation.
Hence, the short answer is that the main results can certainly not be attributed to area differences between
the integration masks.

’Figure 4 and its analysis is very confusing. When I looked at the figure several statements that were made
in the manuscript did not seem consistent with the figure. For example: not everything developed intense
convection within 30 mins (line 286) and not everything in the top and bottom row has strong convergence
within 45 minutes (line 290). I also don’t see the white line dipping down to 4 km (line 304). In general, I
suggest referring to the type of storm in each panel not its row or column position. Please explain the white
lines earlier. Additionally, is the data above 14 km really needed?’

The statements are phrased slightly different in our manuscript, with some indications of the variability.
It should be obvious that convective systems take some time to develop in large eddy simulations with initial
conditions of large CAPE and strong forcing. That was also seen in Figure 2 of the pre-print. Therefore,
mentioning that the first roughly 30 minutes are spent on initiation seems fair to the authors.
The Section and Figure 4 of the pre-print is supposed to illustrate what happens in terms of divergence and
convergence. A general description on major differences between the array of simulations is presented. The
word ”about” was included to point at variations, but not that it is strictly 40-50 minutes or any specific
variation. The authors agree that there is a lot of variation around the 45 minutes, and add a plus-minus
20 minutes statement in the revised version. However, after getting familiar with the main divergence and
convergence of air in the simulations, the more important point of this section is the white isolines in the
figure 4, and its discussion.
With regards to the white lines dropping to 4 km altitude, we refer to the bottom panel with the infinite-
length squall lines after 60 minutes (55-65 minutes) of simulation time, where all ensemble members have a
drop to below 5 km (but above 2.5 km).
Indication of storm types and sub-panel labelling are added.
The authors believe that limiting the panels to 14 km would be too low. However, it is indeed very obvious
that 6 km higher in the stratosphere little to no divergence is supposed to occur. Just for the sake of the
possibility of tropopause-overshooting, a marginal part of the stratosphere is better included. Key message
has to be that it justifies the vertical mask for the next section.

’Section 3.4: Talks a lot about changes in slope. It is very hard to visualize. Please create the regres-
sions, show the values of the slope, and prove that they are significantly different using R2.’

This would of course be a valid method to quantify whether significant differences between two regimes
exist. However, the exact value of the correlations would strongly be affected by which exact physics pertur-
bations are applied, and how many of them are included. For example: it has been noted that -40% latent
heating leads to a different depth of the convective system, and outflow at different levels. As a result, some
-40% latent heating perturbations appear to be outlier points in the distribution of Figure 5. If we adjust
the integration mask for these simulations to be better in line with the outflow altitude (as it is for nearly
all other simulations), the outliers move towards the center of a given storm morphology (this has been
mentioned in the discussion section, lines 422-424 in the pre-print). On the other hand, initial condition
uncertainty tends to reduce scatter. The increased weighting of these simulations tends to increase the value
R2. Hence, correlation values for each type of storm would sensitively depend on the balance between exactly
these simulations. Therefore, there is little added value provided by adding quantitative statements based
on such analysis.
The authors agree that visualisation of the slopes of various categories may be helpful for the interpretation.
Nevertheless, provided that statistical analysis of the correlation values and significance measures do not
make sense statistically and methodologically, we would say that it’s more confusing - it could suggest that
statistical measures like correlation or significance would be useful information, while it is not in our eyes.
Solely by the structure of all simulations - ensemble members, those with perturbed physics and with differ-
ent resolution or larger domains - it can be seen that the crosses and dots are nearly perfectly separated in
the scatter. The crosses represent a nearly-3D regime and the dots a nearly-2D regime. This separation is
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sufficient to conclude that there is a high degree of agreement with earlier works, like those based on the linear
gravity wave model. The cited literature and explanations provide further evidence for the two limit regimes.

’One of the main conclusions is that there whether the outflow is two dimensional or three dimensional
is determined by storm morphology. There was no figure that explicitly showed it. If something is included
in the abstract and conclusions sections, it needs to be proven with a figure in the manuscript – not in the
supplemental’

As the reviewer’s comment suggests, the relation of the two regimes to ’storm morphology’ or storm type
was indeed clarified in further detail in the supplementary material (in the pre-print version). In the new
version, the main clarifying figure appears in the main text (Figure 6 there) and visualisation is only included
for the finite-length squall line, as it has regions that resemble a 2D outflow and regions resembling a 3D
outflow. Hence, the patterns could be extrapolated to the infinite length squall line and supercell/multicell
- two components of the outflow are similarly important (supercell/multicell) or negligible (infinite length
squall line).
Further content of the comment seems to overlap with comment 1 by the same reviewer [3], and we assume
that the reconsideration mentioned as a reply to that comment (mostly) solves the concerns of the reviewer
with regards to this point.

4.2 Technical comments

’1. I found the sentence structure in this manuscript to be convoluted. The sentences are very long and use
numerous commas. While present throughout the manuscript, the introduction was particularly difficult to
read. I encourage the authors to break their sentences into small, more succinct sentences. Here are just a
few examples: a. Lines 46 – 51, Line 262 – 263,
2. I was a bit confused by the organization of the introduction. Lines 1 – 44 and 57 – 74 seem to be
background information. However, lines 45 – 56 state the objectives of the paper. This organization felt
jumpy and caused me some confusion. I suggestion combining lines 1 – 44 and 57 – 74 and then stating the
objectives and outline of the paper.
3. I suggest using the oxford comma throughout the manuscript. There are numerous commas throughout the
paper. However, without the use of the oxford comma I found myself getting confused as whether something
was a list or an aside.’

The authors did not have the impression that there are so many long convoluted sentences throughout
the manuscript, only in some sections. Nevertheless, the usage of commas and the structure of sentences, as
well as the last part of the introduction is improved in terms of clarity for the re-submission, especially in
some sections (e.g. end of 1 and 3.4). The authors hope that the improved manuscript is unambiguous and
straightforward to read and interpret.
Specifically on the introduction: lines 1-44 explain the context of why the hypothesis that convective organi-
sation can affect upper tropospheric divergent outflows is studied, and which material is very relevant. Then,
the main objectives are stated indeed in the following 12-15 lines, later on specifying the methods. This is
followed by some relevant implications to weather and climate modelling that make the dependence of the
outflows on convective organisation interesting for theoretical knowledge and more practical applications are
discussed. However, this later part relevant for weather and climate modelling is now adjusted and moved
to a location above the main objectives, which hopefully is more convenient to the readers.

’5. Lines 24 – 26: I disagree with this statement. It has been shown that, overtime, stratiform regions
can create just as much or more latent heat release than convective regions. Stratiform regions have lower
precipitation rate than convective regions. This is especially true for mesoscale scale convective systems,
which often include squall lines. Also, what does “(intuitively)” mean, imply here?’

The statement is meant to say that flow response (e.g. as a consequence of gravity wave activity) scales
with the strength of latent heat release in the column, which is an intuitive finding by [6]. The scaling both
applies to stratiform and convective parts of a system [11, 12, 6]. It is not meant to imply anything about
the contrast between stratiform parts and convective cores of MCS. The latter of these obviously have the
higher area averaged precipitation intensity locally, but averaged over say 10.000+ square kilometers and
several hours to almost a day, or even longer time scales, the heating in the column may often be similarly
strong between the two (as it may be inferred from for example [13]).
The statement should be interpreted as a preparation for the linearised gravity wave model that explains
the ”intuitively” and the relation to latent heating in the following paragraph, a relation which is meant to
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be emphasised by the repetition in the first words of the next paragraph. Furthermore, increase of average
vertical motion with precipitation rates are intuitive, and stronger vertical motion intuitively perturbs the
horizontal winds more strongly.

’10. Line 186: Why was the simulated extended to 160 minutes when data was analyzed only out to 120
hours?’

Extending the integration time at a large domain was sensible, because the domains were larger and the
flow effects escape the domain over a longer time scale than for the standard set-up. For the simulation
intercomparison essentially no comparison could be made to the other simulations over the last 40 minutes.
In spite of that, some additional examination of diagnostics has been done in the large domain simulations
that has been of benefit to the discussion section.

’13. When referring to higher latent heating rates please be specific. What I deem high maybe different
than you.’

From the context and dataset that is provided, it may be straightforward to infer where the separation
between high and low latent heating rates is in our analysis. However, we will label a value to the separation
between the high latent heating rates and the low ones for convenience (roughly 3000 Watts per square meter
latent heating, about 4 mm/h precipitation rate).

Additional technical comments have all been addressed in the revised manuscript by implementing specific
changes to solve the issues.
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